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PROPOSITION DE POST-DOCTORAT 

Intitulé : Sensor-based Reinforcement Learning for Multi-Robot Flocking  

Référence : POSTDOC-DTIS-2023-1 
(à rappeler dans toute correspondance) 

Début du contrat : janvier 2023 Date limite de candidature :       

Durée : 12 mois, éventuellement renouvelable une fois - Salaire net : environ 25 k€ annuel 

Mots clés 

Multi-Robot Systems, Flocking, Reinforcement Learning 

Profil et compétences recherchées  

PhD in Robotics and Machine Learning with a strong publication track record and a taste for experimental 
activities. Some prior knowledge in Computer Vision and Control Theory would be appreciated. 

Présentation du projet post-doctoral, contexte et objectif 

Context and positioning of the problem:  

Centralized control architectures combined with external position sensing (mostly GNSS) make it possible to 
fly hundreds of Micro Air Vehicles (MAVs) at once, but do not reproduce the conditions in which natural 
swarms move. On the other hand, distributed approaches developed by the control community are getting 
closer to these conditions, relying on flocking algorithms relying on neighborhoods and local behavior-based 
rules [1,2,4]. This type of approaches enables the emergence of a global behavior of the swarm, but at the 
cost of a local need for information on the agents [5]. This information may be obtained from on-board 
sensors but, in practice, local relative sensing is limited and imperfect, and thus calls for communication 
capabilities between robots to mitigate its shortcomings [3]. Communication-based approaches also bring 
their own challenges, depending on the environment or other constraints (e.g. occlusions due to obstacles, 
delays, packet losses [4,6]) and a combination of communication and sensing capabilities is often to be 
considered for practical implementation of distributed flocking controllers on multi-robot systems.  

Independently of this context, machine learning for perception and control has made significant progress in 
the last decade, in particular with the introduction of deep neural networks in the common practitioner toolkit. 
In terms of control, the field of Reinforcement Learning (RL) has also seen strong progress with the rise of 
neural network based approaches, with recent investigations on possible applications to flocking [7,8,9] and 
other related formation control tasks [10,11,12]. In terms of sensing, new powerful vision-based capabilities 
are also available [13] (depth perception, detection, localization, classification, segmentation…), with more 
and more efficient dedicated hardware such as smart cameras [14].  

With these observations in mind, it is tempting to leverage the strengths of modern data-based sensing and 
control to tackle the challenges of distributed swarm control with local sensing and limited communication. 
End-to-end approaches in RL could theoretically make it possible to learn a direct mapping between onboard 
camera inputs and flock control outputs, but these approaches are still deemed immature for such an 
advanced use-case. The proposed work rather aims at integrating learning-based building blocks in the 
control and sensing aspects of distributed robotic flocking, while keeping these functions partially decoupled in 
the overall architecture. Complex scenarios such as cluttered environments with obstacles will be considered.  

Proposed work: 

In this post doc, the proposed research will consist in studying the possibility, given a set/swarm of robots 
equipped with smart cameras, of making flocking behaviors emerge by combining:  

1) at the intra-swarm level, local relative sensing based on the new capabilities of smart cameras and 
vision algorithms; 

2) at the swarm level: a distributed control architecture based on recent Reinforcement Learning 
algorithms, e.g. starting from [7]. 

The work will start with a literature review on the relevant topics and implementation of state-of-the-art 
selected approaches as a comparison basis. A first milestone consists in learning from fully vision-based 
sensing and RL a flocking control scheme for multiple robots, with no communications, in order to evaluate 
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the issues caused by their absence. The shaping of the RL reward could be inspired from model-based 
flocking algorithms such as [2,4]. A second milestone will consist in mitigating the identified shortcomings by 
gradually re-introducing communication capabilities, and developing the required algorithms to find control 
schemes in the new setting. A strong effort will be made to put the developed approaches into practice 
through real-world experiments on swarms of ground mobile robots first and then micro air vehicles, all 
equipped with appropriate vision sensors and on-board computational capacities (off-the-shelf embedded CPU / 
GPU) [15]. 
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